
Big Dipper
The Big Dipper (also known as the Plough) is an asterism consisting of the seven

brightest stars of the constellation Ursa Major. Four define a "bowl" or "body" and three

define a "handle" or "head". It is recognized as a distinct grouping in many cultures. The

North Star (Polaris), the current northern pole star and the tip of the handle of the Little

Dipper, can be located by extending an imaginary line from Big Dipper star Merak (β)

through Dubhe (α). This makes it useful in celestial navigation.

Andromeda
Andromeda was the princess of myth who was sacrificed by her parents
to the sea monster Cetus. Fortunately, the hero Perseus came along to
save her, and they were eventually married. The constellation
Andromeda is host to the Andromeda Galaxy. Although there are smaller,
dwarf galaxies that are closer to our galaxy, Andromeda is the closest big
galaxy like our own; in fact, it’s bigger.

Aries
Aries is a medium-brightness constellation, but with few stars and an
indistinctive shape, which makes it more challenging to recognize.
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Auriga
Auriga is located north of the celestial equator. Its name is the Latin word for "charioteer",

associating it with various mythological charioteers, including Erichthonius and Myrtilus.

Auriga is most prominent in the northern Hemisphere winter sky, along with the five other

constellations that have stars in the Winter Hexagon asterism. Auriga is half the size of the

largest constellation, Hydra. Its brightest star, Capella, is an unusual multiple star system

among the brightest stars in the night sky. Because of its position near the winter Milky

Way, Auriga has many bright open clusters within its borders, including M36, M37, and

M38. In addition, it has one prominent nebula, the Flaming Star Nebula, associated with

the variable star AE Aurigae.

Canis Major
Canis Major, the “big dog”, boasts the brightest star in the night sky—
Sirius! Also known as The Dog Star because of the constellation it
resides in, Sirius is a massive, hot, blue star—and it’s right next door!
One of the reasons Sirius is so bright is that it is so close to us—only 8.6
light-years away. It’s name comes from Greek, and means “glowing” or
“scorcher”.

Cassiopeia
Cassiopeia is widely recognized by its characteristic W shape, though it
may look like an M, a 3, or a Σ depending on its orientation in the sky,
and your position on Earth. However it’s oriented, once you’ve come to
know its distinctive zig-zag pattern, you’ll spot it with ease. The plane of
the Milky Way runs right through Cassiopeia, so it’s full of deep sky
objects—in particular, a lot of open star clusters. Cassiopeia is named for
the queen form Greek mythology who angered the sea god Poseidon
when she boasted that her daughter Andromeda was more beautiful than
his sea nymphs. 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/9/92/Auriga_IAU.svg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/be/Canis_Major_IAU.svg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e7/Cassiopeia_IAU.svg


Gemini
Gemini is a well known zodiac constellation. Zodiac constellations line up
with the plane of the Solar System in our sky, an intersection known as
the ecliptic. This means you will find planets passing through Gemini from
time to time. Gemini is also grazed by the plane of the Milky Way, and
therefore has a few deep sky objects within its boundaries. Gemini’s
brightest stars get their names from twins Castor and Pollux of Greek
mythology.

Orion
Orion is a famous constellation, well known especially for the Belt of
Orion—three stars in a line at what seems to be the waste of a human
figure. The bright stars Rigel and Betelgeuse are two of the brightest
stars in the sky. Between the Belt and Rigel you can see the Orion
Nebula—the closest star forming region to our Solar System. A beautiful
object in a telescope or binoculars, you can also just make out the nebula
naked-eye.

Pegasus
This constellation is named for one of the most beloved creatures of
Greek mythology—the winged horse named Pegasus. Within Pegasus is
a well known asterism containing the 3 brightest stars in the constellation
(+ 1 in Andromeda) called The Great Square of Pegasus. Alpheratz, the
brightest star in the square, actually belongs to the constellation
Andromeda, but in the past, this star had been considered to belong to
both constellations.

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7e/Gemini_IAU.svg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/ff/Orion_IAU.svg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/f4/Pegasus_IAU.svg


Perseus
Hero of Greek mythology, Perseus is the character who slayed Medusa
and rescued the Princess Andromeda from the sea monster Cetus. This
is why you will find the constellations Andromeda, Cetus, and
Andromeda’s parents Cassiopeia and Cepheus, nearby each other in the
sky. Perseus’s brightest star is called Mirfak (Arabic for elbow). The plane
of the Milky Way runs through Perseus, so there are many deep sky
objects to be found.

Ursa Major
Ursa Major, or, the Big Bear, is one of the best known and most well
recognized constellations, but you might know it by a different name.
Contained within the boundaries of the constellation Ursa Major is the Big
Dipper, which is not a true constellation, but an asterism. The Big Dipper
is useful for finding both the North Star and the bright star Arcturus.
Follow the curve of the handle to “arc to Arcturus” and use to two stars in
the dipper opposite the handle to point to the North Star.

Ursa Minor
Ursa Minor, the Little Bear, is much fainter than it’s companion  the Big
Bear, Ursa Major. Within Ursa Minor is the well known asterism The Little
Dipper. The end of the tail of the bear, or the end of the handle of the
dipper, is a star called Polaris—the Pole Star, or the North Star. This
special star happens to sit at the point where the Earth’s axis of rotation
intersects the sky

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b8/Perseus_IAU.svg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/13/Ursa_Major_IAU.svg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c/cb/Ursa_Minor_IAU.svg


M42 The Orion Nebula
M42, the Orion Nebula is a region of star formation about 1,300 light-years away—the

closest to our Solar System. It is roughly 30 light-years across, and contains enough

material to make 2,000 stars the size of our sun.

M31 Andromeda Galaxy
The Andromeda Galaxy is our nearest major galactic neighbor. It is a spiral galaxy

2,500,000 light-years away, and has a diameter of 220,000 light-years. This galaxy

contains as much material as 1.5 trillion suns.    

M33 Triangulum Galaxy
The Triangulum Galaxy, like M31, is a prominent member of our local group of

galaxies. It lies at a distance of 2,900,000 light-years away and is approximately 60,000

light-years across.

Clouds
Darn! These pesky intruders have annoyed astronomers for millennia.
Kitt Peak usually has clear skies; call us at (520) 318-8726 and join us
again some time.

http://tools.kittpeak.space/sonop/resources/images/user_uploads/m42.png
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/m31.jpg
http://tools.kittpeak.space/sonop/resources/images/user_uploads/M33%20(2).png
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/clouds.gif


Milky Way
That clumpy band of light is evidence that we live in a disk-shaped
galaxy. Its pale glow is light from about 200 billion suns!

Satellites
Human technology! There are almost 500 of these in Low Earth Orbit (we
can't see the higher ones). We see these little "moving stars" because
they reflect sunlight.

Double Cluster
The "Double Cluster" (NGC 884 and NGC 869) is a pair of two open star clusters that

are a treat for binoculars and telescopes alike. Each is a congregation of many

hundreds of stars, around 50-60 light-years in diameter. These clusters are both about

7,500 light-years away.

Hyades
The Hyades is the nearest open star cluster to the Solar System at about 150 light-

years away and thus, one of the best-studied of all star clusters. It consists of hundreds

of stars sharing the same age, place of origin, chemical content, and motion through

space. In the constellation Taurus, its brightest stars form a V shape along with the

brighter red giant Aldebaran, which is not part of the cluster, but merely lying along our

line of sight. The age of the Hyades is estimated to be about 625 million years. The

cluster core, where stars are most densely packed, has a diameter of about 18 light-

years.    

http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/MilkyWay_small.jpg
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/HST.gif
http://tools.kittpeak.space/sonop/resources/images/user_uploads/Double%20Cluster.png
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/HyadesLodriguss.jpg


M45 The Pleiades
M45, the "Pleiades," is a bright, nearby star cluster, in the last stages of star formation.

About seven stars stand out as the brightest in the cluster, and is why the cluster is

also known as the "Seven Sisters," alluding to the Pleiades, or Seven Sisters from

Greek mythology. In Japanese, the cluster is known as "スバル," "Subaru," and is

featured as the logo of the automobile manufacturer of the same name. The

Pleiades lies about 440 light-years away and is a very young (for an open star

cluster) 100 million years old.

Moon
The same side of the Moon always faces Earth because the lunar
periods of rotation and revolution are the same. The surface of the moon
is covered with impact craters and lava-filled basins. The Moon is about a
fourth of Earth's diameter and is about 30 Earth-diameters away.

Betelgeuse (α Orionis)
Betelgeuse (also called Alpha Orionis, α Orionis, or α Ori) is one of the brightest and

largest known stars, though it is not one of the most massive. Located approximately

600 light-years from Earth, it is part of the constellation Orion and a vertex of the Winter

Triangle asterism. Its large volume suggests that if it were at the center of the Solar

System, it would wholly engulf Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars, with its surface

extending out to between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter. It is classified as a red

supergiant and as a semiregular variable star—that is, it shows considerable periodicity

as its light changes, but this periodicity is sometimes irregular.   

http://tools.kittpeak.space/sonop/resources/images/user_uploads/M45.png
http://tools.kittpeak.space/sonop/resources/images/user_uploads/LUNA.jpg
http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/betelgeuse.png


Castor (α Gem)
Castor (α Geminorum) is a multiple star in the constellation Gemini, the twins. Through

the telescope, a close pair of bright white stars and a more distant red dwarf companion

are visible, but these are each spectroscopic binaries, making Castor a six-star system.

Castor is about 50 light-years away. The bright components orbit each other with a

period of about 450 years.    

2.1 Meter Telescope and Robo-AO
The 2.1 Meter telescope has an 84" primary mirror made of Pyrex, that
weighs 3,000 lbs. The telescope became operational in 1964—one of the
first operational reserach telescopes on the mountain. As part of the
National Optical Astronomy Observatory (NOAO) for many decades, it is
an important part of the history of the mountain, and has made many
important contributions to astronomical research. Despite its significant
role within the National Observatory, by 2015 the time came to pass the
telescope on to new tenants, so NOAO could focus its efforts on its
newer, more advanced telescopes. The Robo-AO team stepped in, and
installed their state-of-the-art robotic adaptive optics system on the 2.1
Meter. Adaptive optics allows telescopes to nearly eliminate the distorting
effects of the atmosphere, greatly increasing the resolution of the
telescope. Thanks to its new tenants, suite of instruments, and the dark
skies of Kitt Peak, the 2.1-meter continues to make important
contributions to astronomical research.

http://www.noao.edu/kpvc/observers/castor.jpg
https://www.noao.edu/image_gallery/images/d1/02535.jpg


3.5 Meter WIYN Telescope
The WIYN Observatory is owned and operated by the WIYN Consortium,
which consists of the University of Wisconsin, Indiana University, National
Optical Astronomy Observatory (NOAO), the University of Missouri, and
Purdue University. This partnership between public and private
universities and NOAO was the first of its kind. The telescope
incorporates many technological breakthroughs including active optics
hardware on the back of the primary mirror, which shapes the mirror
perfectly, ensuring the telescope is focused precisely. The small,
lightweight dome is well ventilated to follow nighttime ambient
temperature. Instruments attached to the telescope allow WIYN to gather
data and capture vivid astronomical images routinely of sub-arc second
quality. The total moving weight of the WIYN telescope and its
instruments is 35 tons. WIYN has earned a reputation in particular for its
excellent image quality that is now available over a wider field than ever
before through the addition of the One Degree Imager optical camera.

Mayall 4 Meter Telescope
The Mayall 4 Meter Telescope was, at the time it was built, one of the largest telescopes in

the world. Today, its mirror—which weighs 15 tons—is relatively small next to the mirrors

of the world's largest telescopes. Completed in the mid-'70s, the telescope is housed in an

18-story tall dome, which is designed to withstand hurricane force winds. A blue equatorial

horseshoe mount helps the telescope point and track the sky. A new instrument called

DESI (Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument) will soon be installed on the 4-meter. Once

installed, DESI will take spectra of millions of the most distant galaxies and quasars, which

astronomers will use to study the effect of dark energy on the expansion of the universe.

The Mayall 4 Meter is named for Nicholas U. Mayall, a former director of Kitt Peak

National Observatory who oversaw the building of the telescope.

https://www.noao.edu/image_gallery/images/d5/00865.jpg
https://www.noao.edu/image_gallery/images/d6/04176.jpg


McMath-Pierce Solar Telescope
The Mc Math Pierce Solar Telescope is actually 3 telescopes-in-one. It was, at the time of

its completion in the 1960s, the largest solar telescope in the world. It will remain the

largest until the completion of the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope (DKIST) in 2018. The

Solar Telescope building looks like a large number 7 rotated onto its side. The vertical

tower holds up 3 flat mirrors, which reflect sunlight down the diagonal shaft—a tunnel

which extends 200 feet to the ground, and another 300 feet below ground, into the

mountain. At the bottom of this tunnel are the three curved primary mirrors, which reflect

the light of the Sun back up to about ground level, where the Sun comes into focus in the

observing room.

Your Telescope Operator and Guide. Thank you for joining me this
evening! See you soon!!

The web page for the program in which you just participated is at Nightly Observing Program. Most of the above
images were taken as part of the Overnight Telescope Observing Program. For more information on this unique
experience please visit Overnight Telescope Observing Program. 
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